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ABSTRACT
We investigate wave-front reconstruction in remote
sensing using the synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
interferometry on the basis of Bayesian inference both
using the method of maximum entropy (ME) and the
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation due to the
conjugate gradient method (CGM). From a theoretical
viewpoint, we first confirm that the method of ME is
successful in phase unwrapping with high degree of
accuracy around the Bayes-optimal condition, using
Monte Carlo simulations for a set of wave-fronts
generated by the assumed true prior enhancing smooth
structures in the pattern of wave-fronts. Next, from the
practical viewpoint, we utilized the MAP estimation
using the CGM to construct a practical and useful
method for phase unwrapping in remote sensing using
SAR interferometry. Using numerical simulations, we
clarify that wave-fronts are perfectly reconstructed
without using the model prior, if original wave-fronts
are not corrupted by any noises, even if aliasing occurs
in the optical measurement, and also that wave-fronts
were accurately reconstructed using appropriate model
of the true prior, if the original wave-fronts were
corrupted by some noises.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wave-fronts often carry information through
noisy channel. So, researchers [1]-[3] have been
developing techniques to utilize information on
wave-fronts. Especially, in the field of remote
sensing, a large variety of optical instruments via
the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry,
esearchers have constructed to derive a set of
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principal phase differences derived from an
interferogram. However, if aliasing occurs in the
optical measurement, then several residues appear
in the interferogram. Therefore, if we carry out
wave-front reconstruction, it is essential to remove
all residues in the observed interferogram. This
problem has been called as “phase unwrapping”
and various techniques [1]-[3] have been proposed
for this problem, such as least square estimation
[4]-[7], simulated annealing [8] and a method of
maximum entropy [9]. In recent years, from the
statistical mechanical point of view [10]-[17],
Saika and Nishimori [18], Saika and Uezu [19]
have investigated phase unwrapping on the basis
of an analogy between statistical mechanics and
Bayesian inference. On the other hand, from the
practical viewpoint, Marroquin and Rivera [20]
have tried the MAP estimation using conjugate
gradient method (CGM) for phase unwrapping in
remote sensing using the SAR interferometry.
Sakaematsu and Saika [21] recently improved
performance of the CGM for the case that aliasing
occurred in the optical measurement. However, as
they have not tried a systematic approach for this
problem, then it was not clarified the quantitative
performance of the CGM for this problem.
So, in this manuscript, from the practical
viewpoint, we try the Bayesian probabilistic
approach for the problem of phase unwrapping in
remote sensing using the SAR interferometry.
Here, we use a pre-procedure to remove residues
appearing in the pattern of the interferogram, if
absolute values of wave-front slopes are more than
π at several sampling points. We try this attempt
with a hope that we might construct a practical and
useful method for phase unwrapping by improving
performance of the conventional CGM originally
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proposed by Marroquin and Livera [12]. For this
purpose, we estimate performance of this method
based on performance measure using mean square
error between original and reconstructed wavefront and shapes of the reconstructed wave-fronts,
such as the height of the peak of the original wavefronts. Also, we compare the performance of the
present method with that of the conventional CGM
originally proposed by Marroquin and Rivera [20].
First, from a theoretical viewpoint, we try the
method of maximum entropy for this problem
using Monte Carlo simulation for a set of wavefront generated by an assumed true prior. Here, we
confirm that the optimal performance is realized
around the Bayes-optimal condition and also that
the performance of the Bayes-optimal solution is
almost similar to that of the MAP estimation
which is a deterministic limit of the method of
maximum entropy. From these results, from a
practical viewpoint, we then investigate the MAP
estimation based on the Bayesian inference for the
problem of phase unwrapping in remote sensing
using the SAR interferometry. In order to clarify
the performance of the present method, we here
treat two cases: One is for the case that aliasing
does not occur at every sampling point and the
other is for the case that aliasing occurs at several
sampling points. In the former part, we treat the
case that no residue is observed in the pattern of
the interferogram observed by the interferometer.
Here, the absolute value of the wave-front slopes
is less than at every sampling point. For this case,
we estimate performance of the CGM based on the
MAP estimation for wave-front reconstruction for
the interferogram observed from an artificial
wave-front in which the absolute values of wavefront slopes are less than π at every sampling point.
Numerical simulation clarifies that the CGM based
on the MAP estimation perfectly reconstructs the
original wave-front without using the model prior,
if observed information is not corrupted by any
noises. On the other hand, we clarifies that the
CGM based on the MAP estimation effectively
works for phase unwrapping using an appropriate
model prior, if observed information is corrupted
by some noises. Then, in the latter part, we treat
the case that the absolute values of the wave-front
slopes are more than π at several sampling point in
the pattern of the interferogram. Here, we adopt
the CGM based on the MAP estimation using the
pre-procedure serving a set of unwrapped wavefront slopes from four kinds of differences of
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phase differences in principal interval restricted to
its range from - π to + π. Here, in order to clarify
performance of the present method, we estimate
how the mean square error depends on the hyperparameter with respect to the typical wave-front in
remote sensing using the SAR interferometry. We
clarify that the CGM based on the MAP estimation
is available of wave-front reconstruction perfectly
by introducing the pre-procedure, if the prior
information is not corrupted by any noises. On the
other hand, we clarify that the present method
reconstructs the original wave-fronts with high
degree of accuracy, if observed information is
corrupted by Gaussian noise. Next, we compare
the performance of the present method with that of
the other method, such as the simulated annealing.
We clarify that the present method works as well
as simulated annealing. This paper is organized as
follows. Next, we briefly show the problem of
phase unwrapping in remote sensing using the
SAR interferometry. Then, we indicate the general
formulation for this problem using the Bayesian
inference both of the method of maximum entropy
and the MAP estimation due to the CGM. In the
following parts, we estimate the performance of
the method of maximum entropy using the Monte
Carlo simulation for the set of wave-fronts
generated by the probability distribution given as
the Boltzmann factor of the ferromagnetic model.
Further, we clarify the performance of the CGM
for the artificial model approximating the wavefront in remote sensing using SAR interferometry.
Last part is devoted to summary and discussion.
2 PHASE UNWRAPPING
In this chapter, we overview the problem of
phase unwrapping in remote sensing via the SAR
interferometry. As shown in Fig. 1, in the field of
remote sensing, researchers have constructed the
optical instruments using the interferometer to
observe wave-fronts including information on the
objects and phenomena on the surface of the earth.
Here, researchers have measured the shape of the
surface of the earth by making use of the relation
between phase differences between two interfered
wave-fronts δφ and the altitude of the surface of
the earth h as
 4 B cos(   )

(1)
h

H sin
Then, as seen from the Nyquist sampling theorem,
if an absolute value of wave-front slope is less
than π at each neighboring sampling point, the
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original wave-front is completely reconstructed
due to sampling. However, if absolute values of

(b)
Figure 1. Remote sensing using the SAR interferometry.

(c)
Figure 2. Optical measurement using the interferometer and
phase unwrapping.

(d)

(a)

Figure 3. Optical measurement due to the interferometer. (a)
An example of an original wave-front in remote sensing
using the SAR interferometry. (b) Interferogram observed by
the interferometer from the original wave-front in Fig. 3(a).
(c) The pattern of residues with respect to the interferogram
in Fig. 3(b). (d) The set of phase differences in the principal
interval from –π to +π.

wave-front slopes are more than π at several
neighboring sampling points, original wave-front
is not reconstructed by sampling due to aliasing.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 2, it is important to
reconstruct an original wave-front from an observe
interferogram by making use of the information
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technology which is called as “phase unwrapping”.
We display several original wave-fronts both in
two dimensions (Fig. 3(a)) and in one dimension
(Figs. 4(a)). As shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b),
these original wave-fronts are observed as the
interferograms by using the interferometer. Here,
as shown in Fig. 3(c), there appear residues in the
patterns of the interferogram. Further, as shown in
Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 4(c), discontinuity 2π appears in
the pattern of phase differences restricted to the
principal interval from –π to +π. This discontinuity
cause the difficulty in reconstructing the original

(d)

(a)
(e)
Figure 4. (a) An original wave-front in one dimension. (b)
An interferogram of the original wave-front in Fig. 4(a). (c)
A set of phase difference derived from the interferogram in
Fig. 4(b). (d) A set of phase differences in the principal
interval from –π to +π. (e) A reconstructed wave-front due to
the MAP estimation using the CGM without using the prior
information.

(b)

wave-fronts from the interferograms observed by
the interferometer. Therefore, a lot of techniques
have been proposed to reconstruct the original
wave-front from the interferogram by removing
residues in the pattern of the interferogram. In the
initial stage of the development of this field,
researchers have constructed various techniques of
phase unwrapping via the least square estimations
[4]-[7]. In the following, many techniques have
been proposed from various viewpoints, such as
the Bayesian probabilistic methods via simulated
annealing [8] and the method of maximum entropy
[9].
3 GENERAL FORMULATION

(c)
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In this chapter, on the basis of the Bayesian
probabilistic information processing, we first
formulated the problem of phase unwrapping in
remote sensing using the SAR interferometry. First,
from the theoretical viewpoint, we formulate the
problem of phase unwrapping based on the method
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of maximum entropy. Then, from the practical
viewpoint, we then construct this problem due to
the CGM based on the MAP estimation.
In this formulation, we first consider a set of
original wave-fronts {ξi,j} generated by an
assumed true prior which is expressed as a
probability distribution Pr({ξi,j}) on the square
lattice in Fig. 5. Here, 0 < ξi,j < Rs, i=1,…,Lx,
j=1,…,Ly. In this study, we assume the assumed
true prior expressed as the probability distribution
as

interferometry, we observe an interferogram {gi,j}
of the corrupted wave-front {ηi,j} as
gi , j  mod(i , j   ,2 )   .
(4)
The example of the interferogram of the original
wave-front in Fig. 3(a) is shown in Fig. 3(b). Next,
we derive a set of phase differences which are
restricted to a principal interval from –π to +π as
(5)
g  mod(g  g   ,2 )   ,
and
(6)
g  mod(g  g   ,2 )   .
In the inverse process of this formulation, we
reconstruct the original wave-front on the basis of
the Bayesian inference. Here, we try two methods
using the MPM estimate and the MAP estimation
corresponding to the deterministic limit of the
MPM estimate in the following part of this chapter.
x

i, j

i 1, j

i, j

i , j 1

i, j

y

i, j

3.1 Maximum entropy

Figure 5. Square lattice where the original/reconstructed
wave-front and phase differences are defined. Here, a set of
black circles is the lattice point of original wave-front and a
set of white circles is the sampling points of phase
differences through the procedure of optical measurement
using the SAR interferometry.

 J
1
2
Pr({ })  exp  s  ( i 1, j  2 i , j   i 1, j ) 
(i, j )
Zs
 Ts

 Js
2
 exp   ( i , j 1  2 i , j   i , j 1 ) ,
(i, j )
 Ts


zˆ  arg max  Pr({z} | { }) .
i, j

(2)

where Js and Ts are parameters which tune
smoothness of the original wave-fronts. On the
other hand, if we estimate performance for a
realistic wave-front, we consider a single wavefront {ξi,j}, such as in Fig. 3(a). Next, if each
original wave-front {ξi,j} is transmitted through a
noisy transmission into an optical instruments
using the SAR interferometry, it is then rewritten
into a corrupted one {ηi,j} as
  n .
(3)
2
Here, we assume the Gaussian noise N(0, σ ) for
the noise onto the original wave-front. Next, by
utilizing the optical instruments using the SAR
i, j

i, j

i, j
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In this section, from the theoretical viewpoint,
we here apply the MPM estimate to phase
unwrapping. Here, we construct two kinds of
approaches respective of the accuracy of optical
measurement due to the interferometer. If aliasing
does not occur at every sampling point, we here
constructed a method of the Bayesian inference
using the method of maximum entropy for wavefront reconstruction by using the model system
{zi,j} on the square lattice, where |zi,j|<π, i=1,…,Lx,
j=1,…,Ly. In this method, we reconstruct the
original wave-front so as to maximize the marginal
posterior probability as
{ z } zi , j

(7)

In this study, we estimate the posterior probability
based on the Bayes formula using the model of the
true prior and the likelihood. In this study, we
assume the model of the true prior which enhances
smooth structures as
Pr({ z}) 

 J
1
2
exp   ( zi 1, j  2 zi , j  zi 1, j ) 
(i, j )
Zm
 Tm

.
 J
2
 exp   ( zi , j 1  2 zi , j  zi , j 1 ) 
(i, j )
 Tm


(8)

Then, we assume the likelihood which enhances
the phase differences {gxi,j}, {gyi,j} observed from
the interferogram as
 h

Pr({ g} | {z})  exp   ( zi 1, j  zi , j  g ix, j ) 2 
(i, j )
 Tm

,
 h

y
2
 exp   ( zi , j 1  zi , j  g i , j ) 
(i, j )
 Tm


(9)
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On the other hand, if aliasing occurs at several
sampling points, we should use the likelihood as
 h

Pr({ g} | {z})  exp   ( Fx ({ zi , j })  g ix, j ) 2 
(i , j )
 Tm

,
 h

y
2
 exp   ( Fy ({ zi , j })  g i , j ) 
(i, j )
 Tm


(10)

Here Fx({zi,j}) and Fy({zi,j}) represent the
procedure of the optical measurement for phase
differences in the principal interval from –π to +π
by the interferometer, such as

(c)

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)
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maximum entropy, we carry out using the Markovchain Monte Carlo simulation for the artificial
model representing the wave-front in remote
sensing using the SAR interferometry.

(f)
Figure 6. (a) An original wave-front in remote sensing in
the SAR interferometry, (b) An interferogram observed from
the original wave-front in Fig. 6(a) using the interferometer.
(c) Reconstructed wave-front without using the prior
information, if no noise is introduced. (d) Reconstructed
wave-front without using the prior information, if the phase
differences are corrupted by the Gaussian noise (σ=0.4). (e)
A wave-front reconstructed from the phase differences
corrupted by the Gaussian noise with standard deviation
σ=0.4 due to the CGM using the appropriate model prior, if,
λ=0.6. (f) A wave-front reconstructed from the phase
differences corrupted by the Gaussian noise with standard
deviation σ=0.4 due to the CGM, if λ=2.0.

3.2 MAP Estimation
In this section, from the practical viewpoint, we
apply the Bayesian inference based on the MAP
estimation to phase unwrapping in remote sensing
using the SAR interferometry. Here, we use the
CGM to remove residues in the pattern of the
interferogram using the principal phase differences
derived from interferogram observed by the
interferometer. Here, in order to reconstruct the
original wave-fronts, we solve a set of linear
equations expressed as matrix representation as
Az  b
(14)
from the minimum condition of the cost-function:
E ({ z})
0
(15)
z
with respect to the assumed cost function:
i, j

E ({ z})  h  ( zi 1, j  zi , j  g ix, j ) 2  h  ( zi , j 1  zi , j  g iy, j ) 2
(i, j )

(i, j )

 J  ( zi 1, j  2 zi , j  zi 1, j )  J  ( zi , j 1  2 zi , j  zi , j 1 )
2

(i, j )

2

(i, j )

 J  ( zi 1, j  zi , j  zi 1, j 1  zi 1, j 1 ) .
2

(i, j )

Figure 7. Mean square error as a function of the parameter
λ. In this figure, solid line shows the case that no noise is
introduced through the procedure of optical measurement.
Dotted line shows the case that the Gaussian noise (σ=0.4) is
introduced into the phase differences.

F ({z })  mod(
x

i 1, j

i, j

F ({z })  mod(
y

i , j 1

i, j

   , 2 )   ,
i, j

   , 2 )   ,
i, j

(11)
(12)

where
  mod(z   , 2 )   .
(13)
When we derive the solution of the method of
i, j

i, j
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(16)
In above equation, A denotes a constant matrix and
b denotes a constant vector.
In the following part, we showed the CGM to
solve the equations in (14). Then, if aliasing occurs
at several sampling points in optical measurement
due to interferometer, we used the CGM as a preprocedure to reconstruct two sets of unwrapped
phase differences from the four sets of differences
of phase differences in the principal interval
derived from the interferogram. From now on, we
display how to solve the set of linear equations in
eq. (11) as follows. Then, we note that the zi, rk, ai,
bi, αi and pi are vectors, where i=0,1,2,….
(a) First, we set to z0 = 0, r0 = b0 - Az0, p0=r0,
(b) Then, we set to k=0.
(c) Next, we calculate
{r , p }
k  k k
(17)
{ pk , Apk }
where
{a, b}  iaibi .
(18)
(d) Next, we set to
z  z  p
(19)
and
k 1

k

k

k
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r  r   Ap .
(20)
(e) If ||rk+1||<ε, stop. Otherwise, we calculate
{r , r }
 k   k 1 k 1 ,
(21)
{rk , rk }
k 1

k

k

k

p  r  p .
k 1

k 1

k

(22)

k

and set to k=k+1, then go to (c).
If aliasing does not occur at every sampling
point, we use the CGM using the phase differences
{gxi,j} and {gyi,j} in the principal interval. On the
other hand, if aliasing occurs at several sampling
points, we carry out wave-front reconstruction in
the two procedures: In the first procedure, we
construct two unwrapped wave-front slopes from
four sets of differences of phase differences using
the CGM based on the MAP estimation.

(c)
Figure 8. (a) An original model approximating a wave-front
in remote sensing using the SAR interferometry. (b) An
interferogram of the original wave-front in Fig. 7(a). (c)
Observed phase differences {gxi,j} in the principal interval.

(a)
(a)

(b)
(b)
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reconstructed from the interferogram in Fig. 7(b) by the
present method without using prior information on original
wave-fronts (λ=0.1), if phase differences in the principal
interval are corrupted by the Gaussian noise with σ=0.2. (d)
A wave-front reconstructed from the interferogram in Fig.
7(b) by the present method using prior information with
λ=0.1, if phase differences in the principal interval are
corrupted by the Gaussian noise with σ=0.2. (e) A wavefront reconstructed from the interferogram in Fig. 7(b) by the
present method using prior information with λ=0.5, if phase
differences in the principal interval are corrupted by the
Gaussian noise with σ=0.2.

(c)

(d)

Then, in the second procedure, we reconstruct the
original wave-front from the two sets of
unwrapped wave-front slopes by making use of the
CGM based on the MAP estimation.

Figure 10. (a) An original wave-front. (b) A corrupted wavefront rewritten from the original one in Fig. 3(a). (c) An
interferogram obtained from the corrupted wave-front in Fig.
3(c) by the SAR interferometry. (d) Phase differences
derived from the interferogram which is observed by the
SAR interferometry. (e) a reconstructed wave-front due to
the MAP estimation using the CGM.

When we estimate the statistical performance of
the present methods, we evaluate the performance
measure via the mean square error:
1 Lx Ly
2
   Pr({ })

 ( zi , j   i , j )
(20)
{ }
i 1 j 1
Lx Ly

(e)

Figure 9. (a) A wave-front reconstructed by the conventional
CGM from the interferogram in Fig. 7(b). (b) A wave-front
reconstructed from the interferogram in Fig. 7(b) by the
present method without using prior information on wavefronts in remote sensing using the SAR interferometry, if
wave-front is not corrupted by any noises. (c) A wave-front

averaged over the set of the original wave-fronts
{ξi,j} which are generated as the assumed true prior
expressed as the probability distribution Pr({ξi,j}).
On the other hand, if we estimate the performance
of the present methods for a single wave-front
{ξi,j}, such as the realistic digital elevation model
representing a Japanese volcano “Mt. Fuji”, we
evaluate the performance measure using the mean
square error:


1
  (z   ) .
LL
Lx

i 1 j 1

x
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Ly

2

i, j

i, j

(21)

y
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Here {ξi,j} is the single original wave-front in
remote sensing using the SAR interferometry. If
these methods carry out phase unwrapping
perfectly, the mean square error takes zero exactly.
Then, the mean square error becomes large, as
noises are introduced into the wave-fronts.
3 PERFORMANCE
In this chapter, we investigated the performance
of the present methods for the problem of phase
unwrapping in remote sensing using the SAR
interferometry on the basis of the Bayesian
inference using the method of maximum entropy
and the MAP estimation using the CGM. Here, we
evaluated the performance estimation by making
use of the performance measure using the mean
square error to clarify the accuracy of these
methods for wave-front reconstruction in remote
sensing using the SAR interferometry.
First, we estimated the statistical performance of
the maximum entropy for the set of original wavefronts {ξi,j} which were generated by the assumed
true prior Pr({ξi,j}) which was expressed as the
Boltzmann factor of the continuous spin system in
eq. (8). Here, using the Monte Carlo simulation for
the set of wave-fronts generated by the assumed
true prior, we obtained the statistical performance
that the optimal performance was achieved around
the Bayes-optimal condition: J=Js, h=1, Tm=Ts
within statistical uncertainty, if each wave-front
slope satisfies the condition |zi+1,j-zi,j|< π at each
sampling point. Also, we found that the MAP
estimation corresponding to the Tm → 0 limit of
maximum entropy realized similar performance to
the optimal performance of the maximum entropy
at Tm=Ts. Next, we treat the case that aliasing
occurred at several sampling points through the
optical measurement using the interferometry.
Although we have tried the method of maximum
entropy based on the Bayesian inference, the
Bayes-optimal solution could not be obtained by
the conventional Monte Carlo simulations for the
above artificial models.
Then, from the practical viewpoint, we
investigated the performance of the CGM based on
the MAP estimation for the artificial wave-front
(Fig. 6(a)) in remote sensing using the SAR
interferometry. Here, we tried the CGM for wavefront reconstruction from the interferogram in Fig.
6(b) with respect to the wave-front in Fig. 6(a). As
shown in Figs. 6(c), we clarified that the CGM
perfectly carried out wave-front reconstruction
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without using the prior information, if the original
wave-front was not corrupted by any noises. On
the other hand, as shown in Fig. 6(d), we found
that noises could not be removed by the CGM
without using the prior information on original
wave-fronts enhancing smooth structures, if phase
differences were corrupted by the Gaussian noise
(σ=0.4). Then, as shown in Fig. 6(e), we found that
the CGM accurately reconstructed original wavefront by introducing the prior information (λ=0.6)
into the present model appropriately, if the original
wave-front was corrupted by the Gaussian noise
(σ=0.4). However, as shown in Fig. 6(f), we also
found that the accuracy of the CGM was then
suppressed due to over-smoothing caused by the
prior information enhancing smooth structures.
Then, these results were quantitatively confirmed
by the result in Fig. 7 which expressed the mean
square error as a function of the parameter λ for
the original wave-front in Fig. 6(a). This figure
indicated that the mean square error became zero,
if we carry out the CGM without using the prior
information for the case that observed information
was not corrupted by any noises. Also, we found
that the mean square error became positive by
introducing the prior information for this case
(σ=0). Then, Fig. 7 also indicated that the optimal
performance was achieved by introducing the prior
information into the cost-function (λ=0.6), if the
observed phase differences were corrupted by the
Gaussian noise with σ=0.4, and however that the
CGM did not achieve its optimal performance
without using the prior information for this case.
Next, as shown in Figs. 8(a)-(c), we treated the
case that the absolute values of the wave-front
slopes were more than π at several sampling points
in optical measurement via the SAR interferometry.
In this case, as seen from Fig. 8(c), we found that
the discontinuity appeared in the pattern of phase
differences in the principal interval from –π to +π.
First, as shown in Fig. 9(a), we confirmed that
the conventional CGM did not work for phase
unwrapping due to aliasing in optical measurement
via the SAR interferometry. So, we here estimated
performance of the CGM with the pre-procedure
in which the unwrapped wave-front slopes were
constructed from the differences of the phase
differences between neighboring sampling points.
As shown in Fig. 9(b), we found that the phase
unwrapping was perfectly achieved by the present
method without using the prior information on
original wave-fronts and wave-front slopes, if
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observed information was not corrupted by any
noises. Then, as shown in Fig. 9(c), if the wavefront was corrupted by the Gaussian noise, we
were successful in wave-front reconstruction by
utilizing the appropriate models of the true priors
both on original wave-fronts and wave-front slopes.
Also, we found from Figs. 9(d), (e) that the present
method did not work effectively, if we utilized the
prior information unappropriately. In addition, as
shown in Fig. 10, we estimated the mean square
error as a function of the parameter λ with respect
to the wave-fronts reconstructed by the present
method due to the CGM utilizing the preprocedure to construct the unwrapped wave-front
slopes. We found that the mean square error
became zero by the present method without using
the prior information on original wave-fronts and
wave-front slopes, if observed information was not
corrupted by any noises. Then, we also found that
the mean square error was minimized by the
present method using the appropriate model prior
(λ=0.15), if the phase differences were corrupted
by the Gaussian noise (σ=0.2).
4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In previous chapters, we have first overviewed
remote sensing using the SAR interferometry.
Then we have briefly explained the technique of
phase unwrapping constructed for acquisition of
information on various objects and phenomena on
the surface of the earth. Also, we have shown that
the technique of phase unwrapping was essential
to derive the original wave-front including
information on objects and phenomena from the
interferogram observed by the SAR interferometry.
First, from the theoretical point of view, we have
constructed the general formulation for phase
unwrapping on the basis of the Bayesian inference
using the maximum entropy. Here, using the
Monte Carlo simulations for the set of wave-fronts
which were generated by the assumed true prior
expressed as the Boltzmann factor of the Ising
model on the square lattice. We have found that the
present method realized the optimal performance
around the Bayes-optimal condition. Then, from
the practical point of view, we have constructed
the general formulation for the problem of phase
unwrapping on the basis of the Bayesian inference
using the MAP estimation. In this formulation, we
have utilized the CGM to search the MAP solution
from the observed interferogram. In this study, we
tried the conventional CGM to search the MAP
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solution, if aliasing did not occur at every
sampling point in the optical measurement due to
the SAR interferometry. We clarified that the CGM
realized perfect phase unwrapping without using
prior information on original wave-fronts, if no
noise was introduced into observed information.
On the other hand, if the Gaussian noise was
introduced into observed information, we found
that the CGM succeeded in noise reduction using
the appropriate model prior enhancing smooth
structures in the pattern of wave-fronts. Next, we
constructed the CGM for the problem of phase
unwrapping if aliasing occurred at several
sampling points in optical measurement by the
SAR interferometry. Here, we have constructed the
CGM for phase unwrapping by introducing the
pre-procedure into the conventional CGM. In the
pre-procedure, we unwrapped wave-front slopes
from differences of phase differences in the
principal interval. Using the numerical simulations
for the artificial wave-front in the remote sensing
using the SAR interferometry, we clarified that the
present method perfectly reconstructed the original
wave-front without using the prior information, if
no noise was introduced into the observed phase
differences. Then, we clarified that the present
method was successful in noise reduction using the
appropriate model of the true prior, if noises were
introduced into the CGM based on the MAP
estimation.
As a future problem, we are going to construct a
practically useful technique for phase unwrapping
for realistic wave-front corresponding to several
digital elevation models.
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